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All three motherboards use the same BIOS, have almost the same layout, and are manufactured on the same
PCBs, so there is truly very little difference between the three. FrontX is the brand-name of a specialized
breakout box designed to fit in an available front 5. It provides modular support for various connections,
allowing the end-users to customize their front panel connections. More information about the FrontX product
can be found at their website. A brief overview of the Karajan audio technology can be found at
Hardwarezone. Link to XtremeSystems forum post showing pictures of XP installed. Link to XtremeSystems
forum post explaining the requirements for it fitting correctly. According to Zalman, for the there needs to be
39mm of clearance in a 55mm radius around the center of the HSF. For the , this radius is extended to 68mm
Compatibility Chart Thus, we can postulate about the clearance issues. Therefore, it would seem that both the
and would be possible to fit in this board. However, I think the larger problem would be the presence of the
video card in the PCIe slot. From this picture , which shows a mm fan installed on top of the XP, you can
guess where the Zalman coolers would sit. In short -- I theorize that both the Zalman and will fit on this
motherboard, with the downside of blocking access to at least one of the DIMM slots. The only problems to
this might be the caps to the front side of the mobo, but I have no information regarding those, so I cannot
postulate on those. There have been issues where people running only pin power connection have had some
problems, but DFI strongly suggests that you use the pin connection for superior stability and does NOT
recommend using a pin PSU even with an adapter if you plan on overclocking at all. Along those same lines,
you should plug in all of the power connections on the motherboard such as that 4-pin molex, etc. Thus far,
almost any RAM of decent quality appears to work nicely with this motherboard. There have been numerous
reports of problems with Kingston HyperX memory with this board! You have been thusly warned! It does
appear from various prerelease reports that the BH-5 modules work slightly better on overclocking than their
TCCD counterparts, so that might be important to some. There have been various reports of these boards
arriving physically damaged. It is apparently not a shipping problem, as the outside box is in perfect condition,
but rather related to the placement of the Karajan audio module within the retail packaging. AnandTech "This
is one motherboard that has just earned a spot in my personal setup and it will take something very special to
displace this one. This board is a keeper" TechSweden. No graphs, but there are some nice pictures, especially
of the BIOS. Those minor issues however will not impact most users that will walk away happy knowing they
just purchased a solid SLI motherboard with the most hardware perks and prizes you are likely to find in one
box. It is hard to highlight all the positives about an excellent product without sounding too gushy but the nF4
Ultra-D is just that good. Definitely a must have for anyone serious about overclocking. Also includes
performance with a GT. The range of overclocking options and the overclocked performance are the best that
we have seen. All Prices below are in USD, unless otherwise noted. Prices in bold mean the price has gone UP
since this post was last updated. Prices in italics mean the price has gone DOWN since this post was last
updated.
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California re-sellers are welcome. Please email us before purchasing the item. Re-sellers must complete and
email form BOE You must email for RMA within 30 days of delivery. Please keep all packing materials for
shipping damage claims. We will do our best to reply within 12 hours. We strongly recommend that you keep
the box and packing materials we shipped the item in for a 30 day period. All items must be returned to back
to us for testing. Shipping is not refundable. If an item does not pass our tests, you will have the option
between exchange if we have the same item in stock or a refund. If an item is returned damaged due to
improper handling, poor packing or shipping damage. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Shipping and handling This item will ship to Germany, but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid postal code. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number
less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 6 digits for the postal code.
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DFI chose to include the following components: They also chose to use UV reactive plastic on most pieces on
the boards as well. The board itself does not seem to have any type of version of serial number marking
apparent. DFI chose the following manufacturers for capacitors: For CPU cooler mounting, the board uses the
Athlon64 standard 2 hole design. This jumper block controls the maximum selectable memory voltage. When
set to the position, a maximum of 4V can be selected through the BIOS for powering the system memory. The
DIMM slots themselves are to the left of the CPU socket, oriented in a vertical fashion and parallel to the right
edge of the board. To the upper left of the left-most DIMM slot is the rear panel Karajan audio header for use
with the Karajan audio riser card. Note that both sets of power select jumpers control system wakeup based on
rear panel port activity. This yellow LED illuminates when power is actively supplied to the memory modules
seated on the board. The chipset is located just below the primary and secondary PCI Express x16 slots. It is
actively cooled with a low profile cooler, with push pins holding the cooler to the chipset. The cooler does not
interfere in any way with video card seating in either of the PCI Express x16 slots. To the immediate left of
the chipset are the 2 onboard USB 2. This jumper controls system wakeup based on activity detected from
connected USB devices. To the left of the CMOS battery are the onboard speaker and onboard speaker enable
jumper. The front panel header is located in the lower left corner of the board with the onboard power and
reset buttons, as well as the FAN4 header, directly above it. However, during testing we found that the system
would not post with these jumpers set to SLI mode and 2 PCI Express x16 cards seated in the board. These
jumpers must be left in normal mode for the board to operate correctly. This yellow LED illuminates when an
active power source is connected to the board. The 4 diagnostic LEDs are located in the upper left corner of
the board. These onboard LEDs are useful for troubleshooting boot related issues. The infrared header is
located to the top left of the secondary PCI Express x16 slot. With the Karajan audio riser plugged into the
rear panel connector, 6 analogue audio ports are added to the rear panel as well. For the rear panel analogue
audio ports to function correctly, pins and must be jumpered on the front panel audio header. For performance
tuning, the nTune software has 2 modes of operation: The automated profiling mode is performed using the
benchmarking tools within the nVPerformance window. This window is accessible through the Benchmark
and automatically tune my system button in the main nTune window. The Clock Control window is accessed
via the Clock Control button in the bottom button bar on the main nTune screen. In addition to the
performance related options, the nTune application has a built in system information applet which displays
CPU, bus speed, memory, and nForce driver version related information. This applet is accessed through the I
button in the lower button bar in the Main nTune screen. The Monitor my system button in the nTune window
runs the nVMonitor applet, which allows for real time monitoring of all system level voltages, bus speeds, and
system temperatures. This applet allows for configuration of profiles that trigger system responses to
configured events. Responses can include warning sounds, program launching, and automatic system tuning
on a percentage basis. The Troubleshoot performance or create a support log button in the main nTune
window launches a system troubleshooter window. Various system components are listed in the upper box,
with specific performance tips for the highlighted component listed in the lower portion of the screen.
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Note that the SATA cables, audio riser, cable sleeve kit, and rear panel shield are the only items not in a box
with in the main box. The board includes the following bundled items: They rearranged the normal layout of a
few major components, allowing for an abundance of free space around all components including the area
around the CPU. Notice that there are many aluminum heatsinks covering various chips around the board, as
well as the fact that all plastic pieces on the board are UV reactive. As far as the board version goes, I could
find no identifying version or serial number type markings on the board at all. Due to the re-orientation of the
entire area surrounding the CPU, you should have no issues with mounting even the largest HSF or water
block units to the board. The board uses the standard 2 hole Athlon64 design in order to seat the cooling
mechanism to the CPU. Just above the onboard mini power port is the IEEE header. This jumper block
controls the maximum selectable memory voltage. When set to the position, a maximum of 4V can be selected
through the BIOS for the system memory voltage. However, the CPU voltage must be set to a non-Auto state
in order to access memory voltages above 3. Memory modules must be placed in the same color slots to
enable Dual Channel memory mode. This yellow LED illuminates when power is actively supplied to the
seated memory modules. The chipset itself is actively cooled with a low profile aluminum unit, attached to the
chipset via push pins on opposite sides of the cooler. Although it may appear that the chipset cooler will
interfere with video card placement, I found no issues with a card seated in the primary x16 PCI-Express port.
The BIOS chip is located directly above the onboard speaker, with the Safe Boot jumper and onboard power
and reset switches to the left of the chip. The Safe Boot jumper can be used to temporarily reset the system to
a safe state without losing your configured BIOS settings. The front panel header is located in the lower left
corner of the board. This yellow LED illuminates when an active power source is connected to the board.
These onboard LEDs are useful for troubleshooting boot-related issues. The infrared header is located to the
top left of the secondary PCI-Express x16 slot. For the rear panel analog audio ports to function correctly, pins
and must be jumpered on the front panel audio header. For performance tuning, the nTune software has 2
modes of operation: The auto profiling is performed using the benchmarking tools within the nVPerformance
window. In addition to the performance related options, the nTune application has a built in system
information applet that displays CPU, bus speed, memory, and nForce driver version-related information. This
applet allows for configuration of profiles that trigger system responses to configured events. Responses can
include warning sounds, program launching, and automatic system tuning on a percentage basis. Various
system components are listed in the upper box, with specific performance tips for the highlighted component
listed in the lower portion of the screen.
Chapter 5 : DFI LanParty NF4 Bios & Tools | TechPowerUp
Read/download DFI's motherboards manual and troubleshooting guide.

Chapter 6 : DFI LANPARTY NF4 USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
The DFI LANParty NF4 SLI-DR is quick and versatile, but it also comes with a ton of features too. First off, the
motherboard has two Gigabit network ports, an additional Silicon Image Serial ATA controller, IEEE and a 8-channel
audio codec.

Chapter 7 : DFI LanParty UT nF4 Ultra-D Manuals
I am looking for a manual for a DFI LANParty MI PT36 motherboard- picked one up from a boot sale and would like to
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see how it runs with some of my old CPU's and GPU's, however am struggling to.

Chapter 8 : [H]ardOCP: DFI NF4 Ultra-D
DFI develops reliable and 24/7 non-stop operating embedded systems and industrial panel pcs to satisfy a variety of
heavy-duty solutions. Industrial Panel PCs & Displays DFI provides diverse industrial panel PCs with advanced display
and computing technologies to ensure stable performance.

Chapter 9 : DFI Manual & Troubleshooting Guide
The LANParty NF4 SLI-DR and LANParty UT NF4 SLI-D are two of the most popular SLI motherboards out right now.
With all of the features, included goodies, and overclocking options, it's not hard to see why. Check out our review of the
DFI's nForce4 flagship - the LANParty NF4 SLI-DR. DFI is.
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